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I was born in Switzerland in the charming “City of Lights” Lucerne. My upbringing was shaped by a 
variety of family influences and talents. Already as a child I fell in love with art, as well as writing and 
playing with words. Watching my grandfather in his studio and looking over my mother’s shoulder, I 
soon developed my own unmistakable style of filigree lines and unusual objects.  
 
It’s not uncommon in today’s hectic world for us to forget the priceless value of our own imagination 
and creativity. With my unique art form and thoughtful, subtle texts, I want to captivate the viewer 
and reader and invite them into my world of fantasy and poetry. I enchant the heart with my art 
allowing harmony and poetry to unite creating HARMONESIE! 

 

HARMONESIE in Colour and Image 
With an abundance of sensitivity and attention to detail, I use my imagination to magically conjure 

up mysterious creatures using pencil on paper. With my own photographic backgrounds and 

colourful finishes, the creatures are digitally brought to life with passion. The greatest gift one can 

give me is the feeling in my heart when the viewer uses their imagination and for a short moment 

enters this surreal dream world. Radiant eyes and a smile acknowledge: 

               My poetry paints my harmony. 

 

HARMONESIE in Word and Script 
In my thoughtful, subtle stories I blend my unbridled imagination with my unique poetry, captivating 

the reader, allowing them to engage with the written page and inspiring them to dream and ponder. 

My heart overflows with poetry and my thoughts are brimming with imagination: 

              My imagination writes my poetry. 

 
My HARMONESIE mirrors my imagination. 
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Harmonesie 

            My imagination writes my poetry 

  My poetry paints my harmony 

  My HARMONESIE mirrors my imagination 

Harmones ie  


